Wiring 2 gang 2 way light switch diagram

Two way switching allows you to control a light from two locations. This is very useful in a
number places, particularly hallways and stairs. To switch from two locations you'll need 2 two
way switches and wire them together in a particular way. If you look inside an existing wired in
two way switch you will see quite a few wires of differing colours. This can be confusing. If you
see black wires or blue wires attched to the switches these are not neutrals. Those wires have
just been used for convenience. If done properly they should have a coloured sheath on them to
indicate a live wire. The wiring colours changed a number of years ago from live red neutral
black. Now the live is brown and the neutral is blue. There are several ways to wire two way
switching. Below is the way I like to do it. The way I show allows you to fairly easily add a
second two way switch to an existing light switch by simply wiring them together in a certain
way. Wiring a two way switch. A two way switch has 3 terminals. A common C , L1 and L2 If you
look inside an existing wired in two way switch you will see quite a few wires of differing
colours. A two way switch uk. Schematic diagram of old wire colours. Schematic diagram of
new wire colours. For simplicity the earth wire is not shown in the above diagram. Your lighting
circuit must have an earth cable terminating in the switch back box, and also at the switch plate
if it is metal. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the capacity and
signal links in the company of the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives guidance
approximately the relative point of view and treaty of devices and terminals upon the devices, to
assist in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would deed more detail of the
beast appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to draw attention to
interconnections more than bodily appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot
problems and to create positive that every the contacts have been made and that everything is
present. Architectural wiring diagrams show the approximate locations and interconnections of
receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes
may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common
circuit. Wiring diagrams use up to standard symbols for wiring devices, usually substitute from
those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not unaccompanied achievement
where something is to be installed, but next what type of device is physical installed. For
example, a surface ceiling blithe is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling buoyant has a vary
symbol, and a surface fluorescent vivacious has other symbol. Each type of switch has a vary
metaphor and hence attain the various outlets. There are symbols that sham the location of
smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required
by the electrical inspection authority to assume link of the quarters to the public electrical
supply system. Wiring diagrams will afterward affix panel schedules for circuit breaker
panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as flame alarm or closed circuit
television or new special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. It shows the components of
the circuit as simplified shapes, and the faculty and signal associates surrounded by the
devices. A wiring diagram usually gives information about the relative slant and contract of
devices and terminals on the devices, to back up in building or servicing the device. A pictorial
diagram would take effect more detail of the brute appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a
more symbolic notation to bring out interconnections higher than inborn appearance. A wiring
diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create determined that all the friends
have been made and that whatever is present. Architectural wiring diagrams pretend the
approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and enduring electrical
services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use usual
symbols for wiring devices, usually swap from those used on schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not single-handedly do its stuff where something is to be installed, but as a

consequence what type of device is beast installed. For example, a surface ceiling fresh is
shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling blithe has a every second symbol, and a surface
fluorescent fresh has substitute symbol. Each type of switch has a alternative symbol and
hence reach the various outlets. There are symbols that acquit yourself the location of smoke
detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the
electrical inspection authority to take up attachment of the quarters to the public electrical
supply system. Wiring diagrams will then insert panel schedules for circuit breaker
panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as fire alarm or closed circuit
television or further special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. This is the wiring for a
dimmer in a 4 way circuit. Here is a two way switching solution posted for one of our users who
had run the power feed to one of the switch boxes and had no radial circuit to pick up a neutral
at the lamp holder. Wiring diagram for 2 way 2 gang light switch. Question from john in
lexington kentucky. How is the wiring for a new light switch and fixture added to an existing
switch. Two wire cable runs from the light to sw1 and 3 wire cable runs between sw1 and sw2. I
dont have a switch diagram but it should be fairly simple to test out with an ohmvolt meter. I
have an existing light switch and i want to add a second switch for a new light that will be
operated separately. Each of the gangs or switches above in fig 2 of which there are two work
like this fig 3. Find our diy wiring a 2 way switch video diagrams and explanation. Having
additional lights wired in parallel will not change the wiring below. In this diagram the source for
the circuit is at the light fixture and the two switches come after. Three wire cable runs between
all the switches and 2 wire cable runs to the light. Line switch load switch 1 if your wiring is like
the diagram below you can wire your smart switch in the box with line. Easy to follow
instructions on wiring a 1 gang 2 way light switch. On the switch itself the larger terminal you
mention should be the battery connection and the larger brown wire you mention should be
direct power to the battery. Information and step by step guide on how to wire a 1 gang 1 way
light switch. Home About Contact. All Wiring Diagram. Home Features Documentation. In
position 1 when the switch is down or on com and l1 are connected together just like the one
way switch. Light Switches Light Wiring. Tags wiring diagram for 2 way 2 gang light switch.
Popular Posts. Recent Posts. Random Posts. This switch arrangement is basically two two way
switches on a single face plate. Some brands of light switch may have slightly different labeling
on the terminals such as C L1 L2 or even L1 L2 and L3. The terminals on your switch may be a
little different to those shown above but rest assured they function just as described above but
the terminal pins are in different positions. You may see the following:. Pages 2 way switch 3
wire system, new harmonised cable colours 2 way switching 3 wire system, old cable colours 2
way switching two wire control 3 way light switch using a two wire control 3 way light switching
new cable colours 3 way light switching old cable colours Before you start â€” Safety first Light
wiring diagram Multi-point radial lighting circuit new cable colours Multi-point radial lighting
circuit old cable colours Old multi-point radial lighting diagram using junction boxes Privacy
policy. Double gang switch face plate. Fig 2: Double gang two way light switch. Fig 3: Two way
light switch mechanism. Just to be different: The terminals on your switch may be a little
different to those shown above but rest assured they function just as described above but the
terminal pins are in different positions. You may see the following: double gang two way light
switch terminal variation 1. Tags 1 way 2 gang 2 way 2 way switch 3 gang 3 way lighting circuit
3 way switch electrical switches electrical wiring how to wire a light how to wire a two way
switch Intermediate light switch intermediate light switch wiring intermediate switch wiring
lighting circuit lighting wiring diagram light switch Light wiring diagram radial circuit two way
switch. Privacy policy. This type of switch is used where two switches control the same light,
such as at the top and bottom of a stairway. You can use it as a one way switch , by using the

COM and L1 terminals only. Basically, this is just two single way switches on one face plate.
This switch arrangement is basically two two way switches on a single face plate. Some brands
of light switch may have slightly different labeling on the terminals such as C L1 L2 or even L1
L2 and L3. The terminals on your switch may be a little different to those shown above but rest
assured they function just as described above but the terminal pins are in different positions.
You may see the following:. This format of light switch has three discreet switches on a single
face plate. There are no connections between the three gangs in Fig 2. Each gang is a single
discreet switch. This is because the terminology used is very different. This site follows UK
usage. So for the benefit UK visitors searching online and American visitors to this site,
hopefully the following will help to clarify:. If you are describing this switch to an electrician or
electrical supplier you should refer to it as a 1 gang 2 way light switch and they will know
exactly what you mean see gangs and ways. US â€” Strangely, our friends across the pond refer
to this switch as a 3 way switch because it has 3 terminals. Generic â€” if you asked someone in
the field of electronics, they would probably describe this switch as a Single-pole,
Double-Throw SPDT switch, to my mind a more useful description as this means the same in UK
and US. A good electrician would understand this terminology but they, historically, rarely use
it. Sometimes called a crossover switch for obvious reasons. US â€” in America they refer to
this switch as a 4 way switch because it has 4 terminals. Now we understand the different
terminology used for the actual switches it is easy to appreciate why different switching
arrangements are referred to using different terminology also. Scenario 1: we have 1 light that
can be turned on and off from two different light switches UK â€” we would call this 2 way
switching. Either way, we are both referring to the same thing. US â€” This would be referred to
as 3 way switching because its uses what they would refer to a two 3 way switches. Scenario 2:
we have 1 light that can be turned on and off from three different light switches UK â€” we
would call this 3 way switching , well a layman certainly would because of the three switches
and an electrician would assume this is what is meant but may also refer to it as 2 way plus
intermediate switching. US â€” This would be referred to as 4 way switching because it utilises
what they refer to as a 4 way switch what we in the UK call an intermediate or crossover. This
allows a single light to be turned on or off from any of the switches. This page shows it wired in
the old cable colours if your house has the new colours you want to go here:. This is very
similar to the two way switching circuit but with and additional intermediate switch introduced
into the three wire control cable that links the two end switches. The circuit consists of a two
way switch at each end top and bottom switches in Fig 2 and an intermediate switch in the
middle. All three switches are connected together by a three core and earth control cable.
Notice that the wire connected to the COM terminals is looped straight through the intermediate
switch using a cable connector. Fig 2: Three way light switching circuit diagram old cable
colours. All earth wires should connect to the earth terminal in the switch back-boxes and if you
are using metal switches there MUST be a loop from this earth terminal to the one on the switch
plate see note A on Fig 2. This circuit can be extended to four, five way switching by adding
additional intermediate switches wired as shown in fig 2 anywhere along the control cable. This
page shows it wired in the new cable colours if your house has the old colours you want to go
here:. Three way switching old cable colours. This is very similar to the two way switching
circuit but with and additional intermediate switch introduced into the three wire control cable
that links the two end light switches. Fig 1: Three way switching schematic wiring diagram. Fig
2: Three way light switching wiring diagram. They are wired so that operation of either switch
will control the light. This arrangement is often found in stairways, with one switch upstairs and
one switch downstairs or in long hallways with a switch at either end. Here we have a two way
switching system that utilises two single gang two-way switches and a three wire control,
shown in the old cable colours. It is possible to achieve a similar result using a two wire control
which, although it saves on cable, is not recommended. This is the preferred approach. Here we
a have a schematic Fig 1 which makes it easy to visualise how this circuit works. In this state
the lamp is off, changing the position of either switch will switch the live to the lamp turning it
on. If you now change the position of the other switch the circuit is broken once again. Fig 1:
Two way switching schematic wiring diagram 3 wire control. The schematic is nice and simple
to visualise the principal of how this works but is little help when it coms to actually wiring this
up in real life!! Fig 2 below shows how we achieve this configuration. Just like any loop-in
loop-out radial circuit , the switch cable from the ceiling rose contains two wires, a permanent
live and a switched live. This is cable C below, one wire connects to L1 and the other to L2 on
the top switch. All earth wires should connect to the earth terminal in the switch back-box and if
you are using metal switches there MUST be a loop from this earth terminal to the one on the
switch plate see note A on Fig 2. Fig 2: Two way switching using a 3 wire control shown in the
old cable colours. There is a chance that if your house has these old wiring colours the switch

drops may be from a loop-in-loop-out radial lighting circuit done with junction boxes rather than
ceiling roses as shown in Fig 2. The switch wiring is all the same but the switch wire cable C
leads up to a different set up. Fig 3: 3 way switching wired to a loop-in-loop-out radial lighting
circuit done with junction boxes. Here we have a two way switching system that utilises two
single gang two-way switches and a three wire control, shown in the new harmonised cable
colours. The schematic is nice and simple to visualise the principal of how a two way switch
works but is little help when it coms to actually wiring this up in real life!! Fig 2: Two way light
switching 3 wire system, new harmonised cable colours. Single gang 2 way, Triple gang 1 way,
2 gang 1 way, bla-d-bla-de-bla. Y blogs. So, just think of a gang as a single switch, simple as.
Well, as far as light switches or gangs are concerned, they can only be one of two things; a one
way switch or a two way switch, end of. A one way switch has two terminals, its the simplest of
switch arrangements. This is what we use in circuits when we want to be able to switch a single
light on and off from two different switches see the two way switching lighting diagrams. Pages
2 way switch 3 wire system, new harmonised cable colours 2 way switching 3 wire system, old
cable colours 2 way switching two wire control 3 way light switch using a two wire control 3 way
light switching new cable colours 3 way light switching old cable colours Before you start â€”
Safety first Light wiring diagram Multi-point radial lighting circuit new cable colours Multi-point
radial lighting circuit old cable colours Old multi-point radial lighting diagram using junction
boxes Privacy policy. Single gang two way light switch. Two way light switch mechanism.
Double gang switch face plate. Fig 2: Double gang one way light switch. One way light switch
mechanism. Fig 2: Double gang two way light switch. Fig 3: Two way light switch mechanism.
Just to be different: The terminals on your switch may be a little different to those shown above
but rest assured they function just as described above but the terminal pins are in different
positions. You may see the following: double gang two way light switch terminal variation 1.
Triple gang switch face. Fig 2: Triple gang 2 way light switch. Fig 1: 2 way switch UK 3 way
switch US. Double gang switch. Triple gang switch. So, by way of a little revision single gang
switch face. Double gang swich face plate. Tags 1 way 2 gang 2 way 2 way switch 3 gang 3 way
lighting circuit 3 way switch electrical switches electrical wiring how to wire a light how to wire
a two way switch Intermediate light switch intermediate light switch wiring intermediate switch
wiring lighting circuit lighting wiring diagram light switch Light wiring diagram radial circuit two
way switch. Privacy policy. Perhaps most of us might have already used it without paying much
attention to how it works. But in this tutorial, we will show you how to make 2-way switch wiring
with normal household switches. A 2-way switching connection means you can control
electrical equipment like bulb by two switches placed at different places, generally used in the
staircase. We have explained both the methods below and both the methods are demonstrated
in the Video given at the end of this article. This is the first method to make a 2-way switching
connection, this is the old method. If you are going to install a new one then go for three wire
control methods. One end of the bulb is connected with the Common Terminal of the second
switch and another end of the Bulb is connected with the Neutral line of the AC power supply.
The condition of getting Output in ON condition is the same as the Ex-nor gate truth table which
is given below:. This method is commonly used nowadays as it is efficient than the Two-Wire
control system. As you can see in the Schematic Diagram of 2 way switch circuit below , the
common of both the switches are short-circuited. The condition of getting Output in ON
condition is the same as the Ex-or gate truth table which is given below:. It's a age old logic but
still a mesmerizing thing to people who doesn't belong to this domain. Thanks for explaining it
so clearly. In the electrician's trade, the two switch location load control is termed a '3-way'
system. The wiring schematic conforming to the adopted International Code Council requires a
different physical configuration for safety compliance than what is demonstrated in this article.
Thankyou so much. I like it. Thank you for this acticle. You solved a problem for me. Does
anyone know how to do this with an led mech like the clipsal 30PBL? I'd like the mech led off
when that switch is powering the light. It is a good explaination thanks. Applications of Two
Way Switch: Mostly in the stair case. Recommended Posts. Making the Grade with Linux at the
Intelligent Edge. Get embedded world Delivered Right to Your Door. Securing the Next
Generation of Connected Vehicles. Embedded Insiders Podcast: The Immortal 8-bit. Get Our
Weekly Newsletter! Helena St. Related Content. Log in or register to post Comment. Also, the
same wiring circuit diagram can be used using 2-way lighting or two-way switches to control
electrical devices from two different locations. Below is an old-school CD wiring circuit diagram.
Here we can control the bulbs from two different locations using two 2-way switches. Consider
the 2-way switch wiring diagram above that is used to control the bulb in the stairwell. The
schematic shows that the circuit is complete and the bulb is on. Suppose you want to turn off
the bulb top of the staircase from the upper switch above the ladder, then switch off the switch
then the circuit will break and the bulb will close. To turn the bulb on again, turn the same

switch on the top of the staircase. In other words you can keep the off and on bulbs from the
upper switch at the top of the ladder. Apparently; You can perform the same operation with the
bottom switches installed in the ladder. For this purpose, consider the figure above. In this
case, you can see that the circuit is complete and the bulb is on. Suppose you want to turn off
the bulb from the lower switch down the stairs. Just switch off, then the circuit will break again
and the bulb will go off. You can turn the bulb back on again to turn on the same switch
installed at the bottom or bottom as shown in fig. The current status of the two-way switching
connection using three wire circuits is on and the bulb is blazing. The circuit ope
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ration is the same as mentioned in the above figure but the connection method is different as
the first terminals of both switches are connected to the live phase wire. The two terminals of
the switches are connected to the second bulb to provide a live line supply while the neutral is
directly connected to the bulb as a general wiring mechanism. This basic circuit is a bit
confusing because looking at it, it creates a short circuit to the same wire that is not damaged in
this case when both switches are on or off which creates a loop to disconnect the live supply of
the bulb. Series and parallel and why which bulb will shine when connected-EET. Download
Mobile Games For Windows. Free and safe download. Download the latest version of the top
software, games, programs and apps in Learn to blog. Step-by-step guide to learn how to start a
blog, choose the best blogging platform and avoid the common blogging mistakes â€¦more read
click hear- blogging. Iconic One Theme Powered by Wordpress.

